f(z, t) -ef z

L
with f(z, 0) = f(z) and f(z, t y ) subordinate to f(z, t 2 ) if 0^ί 1 <ί 2 < 00 (see [6, p. 157] ). Note that et f(z 9 t)e^. Let w(z, t) = e~\z + 6 2 (ί)2; 2 + 6 3 (i)^3 + •) be analytic for t e {<: 0 ^ t < oo} and s e U, 1:1 in Z7 with \w(z, t)\ < 1, and such that /(#) = f (w(z, t) In §2 it is shown that if feE(<9*), then e~tf{z 9 t)^E{£^) and also that if feσ, then e"*/(«, ί) e σ. This latter result is a generalization of a theorem due to S. Friedland and M. Schiffer [3, p. 143] . Also, in the process of generalizing this theorem a fairly easy method is established for finding for each t, 0 ^ t < °°, a continuous linear functional which e~ιf(z, t) maximizes.
2* Preservation of the sets σ and E(S^) under the Loewner variation* It is easy to show that if feE(S^) 9 then e~*f(z,t)e E(S^) also. Indeed, if this were not the case, then there would exist distinct functions f ίf f 2 e £f and X lf λ 2 > 0 with \ + λ 2 = 1 for which Xίfι(z) + λ 2 / 2 (£) -e~*f (z, t) . This would imply that e t X 1 f 1 {w{z 9 ty + e'XJάwiz, t)) = f (w(z, t) , «)=/(«)• Since e'fάwiz, t)) and β'/ 2 (w(z,t)) are in S^, the fact that f(z) e E(S^) is contradicted and therefore 561 562 RICHARD PELL t < oo).
The following theorem contains the analogous result for the class σ.
THEOREM. Let feσa^.
Then e~ιf(z f t)eσ for all t such that 0 ^ t < oo.
Proof. Since / e σ, there exists a nonconstant continuous linear functional, L, for which
At this point we need a representation theorem due to 0. Toeplitz [7] . 
is a continuous linear functional on £f if and only if there exists a sequence
{&"} with lim sup^^ | b n \ 1/n < 1 such that L(f) = Σ"=i α Λ Now, f(z) = f(w(z, t), t)
-{k-ί)t
Since lim sup^^ \b k \ υk = p < 1, there exists an N and an r such that ρ<r<l and |S&»|^r* for all k^N. Therefore, | Σϊ=* ^M"'*""*! 1 "( e «. e -(*-«*2,~= jfc r »)i'* = β *'* r /(l -r) 1 '* for all k^N. Since (1 -T) V it follows that lim sup^ | Σϊ=* δ^ίvΓ^T* ^ r < 1. Since Re !/(/) = Re (Σϊ=i ^»6J is a maximum for the class S^, it follows easily that B.eL t (e"*f(z f <)) is also a maximum for the class S*. In order to see this one needs only to observe that if / and / are any two functions in S? related by a relation of the form
This completes the proof of the theorem. ')α*(ί). in terms of the coefficients of the functions f(z) and e"*f (z, t) . This can easily be done provided that L(f) (L(f) -Σ?=i a J> n ) does not contain too many terms. Then for each t, 0 < t < oo, the corresponding Schiffer differential equation which e~ιf(z, t) must satisfy can then be computed with little difficulty. Unfortunately, extracting useful information from these new equations is not an easy task. 564 RICHARD PELL Suppose, however, that it is known that ReL(/) is a maximum for the class £f when / is one of the Koebe functions, f(z) = z\ (1 -e iθ z)\0 ^ Θ < 2τr). Then since e'*f(z f t) = f(z) in this case, it follows that Re L t (f) is a maximum for the class Sf for all t (0 <ί < cx>). From this one can establish a one parameter family of new coefficient inequalities for the class £f. S. Friedland and M. Schiffer [3, p. 149] have done this for the case where L(f) = α 4 .
